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ABSTRACT
Recent years have witnessed increasing attention on the application
of graph alignment to on-Web tasks, such as knowledge graph inte-
gration and social network linking. Despite achieving remarkable
performance, prevailing graph alignment models still suffer from
noisy supervision, yet how to mitigate the impact of noise in labeled
data is still under-explored. The negative sampling based noise dis-
crimination model has been a feasible solution to detect the noisy
data and filter them out. However, due to its sensitivity to the sam-
pling distribution, the negative sampling based noise discrimination
model would lead to an inaccurate decision boundary. Furthermore,
it is difficult to find an abiding threshold to separate the potential
positive (benign) and negative (noisy) data in the whole training
process. To address these important issues, in this paper, we design
a non-sampling discrimination model resorting to the unbiased
risk estimation of positive-unlabeled learning to circumvent the
harmful impact of negative sampling. We also propose to select
the appropriate potential positive data at different training stages
by an adaptive filtration threshold enabled by curriculum learning,
for maximally improving the performance of alignment model and
non-sampling discrimination model. Extensive experiments con-
ducted on several real-world datasets validate the effectiveness of
our proposed method.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Information systems → Information integration; • Com-
puting methodologies→Machine learning approaches.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Graph alignment is one of the most crucial research problems in
the graph domain, which attempts to associate the same nodes
across graphs [13, 69]. It has been widely employed to alleviate the
challenging data sparsity issue in the fields of semantic web and
social network by knowledge graph integration [11], and social
network linking [16]. A number of supervised [8, 13, 57] and semi-
supervised [30, 41] approaches proposed for the problem depend
severely on a given set of clean labeled node pairs (training data) to
learn the association between graphs. However, the involvement
of noise is a common and unavoidable problem in the real-world
data annotation process. The existence of noisy pairs in the training
data has harmful effects on alignment results [42], like the issues
caused to the general label-dependent learning [36, 50].

Despite a few of unsupervised methods [24, 31, 60, 71] have
endeavoured to extricate from the demand of labeled data, they
extremely rely on the highly discriminative attributes that are usu-
ally privacy sensitive, noise polluted, and hard to collect. Thus
exploring how to ease the effect of noisy supervision deserves more
attention. A recent model [42] for the first time attempts to train a
discrimination model to identify the potential noise in the given
labeled node pairs, following the principle of minimax game [56].
Nevertheless, there are key issues that remain unsolved.

The negative sampling issue. In order to train a noise discrim-
ination model, negative samples are drawn to mimic the noise data,
following the negative sampling strategy [45, 56]. In spite of effec-
tiveness, it is reasonable to argue that sampling is not robust due
to its sensitivity to the sampling distribution and the number of
negative samples to draw [9, 23]. On the one hand, the sampling
distribution that well fulfills the purpose of combating against noise
always gives higher probabilities to the negative node pairs that
are more difficult to be distinguished from the trusted labeled (pos-
itive) node pairs. As the toy example in Figure 1(a) shown, pair P3
and P6 in gray circles can be sampled as negative samples for P1
and P2, respectively. These negative pairs are likely close to the
decision region and can alter the decision boundary such that it
encroaches further into the territory dominated by positive cases,
as shown in Figure 1(b). Several true positive (benign) pairs would
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Figure 1: A toy example demonstrating the impact of neg-
ative sampling on the discriminator in robust graph align-
ment across two graphs. (a) Nodes in different colors indi-
cate the embedding of nodes in different graphs. The pair P1
and P2 are trusted positive labeled node pairs and have been
aligned. The pair P3 and P6 in gray circles are sampled nega-
tive samples for P1 and P2, respectively. The pair P4, P5, and
P7 are in the set of untrustful labeled pairs. The pair P4 and
P5 are true positive (benign) pairs that need to be aligned.
The pair P7 is a noisy node pair that should be identified and
not be aligned. (b) The discrimination of positive and noise
samples in the embedding space of node pairs. The ground-
truth decision boundary (green line) should separate noisy
pair P7 fromother positive pairs, but the boundary is alerted
by the negative samples P3 and P6. The resulted decision
boundary (red dotted line) encroaches into the space dom-
inated by positive samples (including P1 and P2). Then, the
true positive pair P4 and P5 would be misclassified as noise.

be misclassified as noise. On the other hand, the sampled small set
of negative samples may not well reflect the true noise distribution.
The estimated distribution based on them would be inaccurate and
further cause difficulties on converging to the optimal discriminator
regardless of how many update steps have been taken [61].

The positive data selection issue. In order to make the max-
imum usage of labeled data, positive (benign) node pairs are iter-
atively identified and utilized to enhance the alignment model to
relate more nodes. For the discrimination model, this iterative pro-
cess is a circular learning process, as the newly identified positive
data can promote the generalization of the discrimination model to
select more positive data. It is thus essential to ensure the cleanness
of selected positive node pairs from the given labeled data. In learn-
ing with noisy label [42, 46], it is a simple and widely used strategy
to apply a pre-defined threshold on the loss value of the discrimi-
nation model to select the usable positive samples. However, the
setting of the fixed threshold is a dilemma. For example, a too small
threshold would inevitably introduce noise to the alignment model
at the early stage of training, not only hindering the capacity of
alignment, but also degrading the accuracy of distinguishing true

noise from benign data. On the contrary, a too large threshold dis-
ables the model to obtain sufficient usable positive data to improve
the alignment performance.

Present work. To address the above challenging issues, in this
paper, we propose a novel non-sampling and curriculum learn-
ing based method, named CPUGA (Curriculum Unbiased Positive-
Unlabeled Graph Alignment), to mitigate the impact of noise data
and improve the robustness of graph alignment model. Since the
negative sampling can cause multiple above-discussed issues, we
design a non-sampling discrimination model resorting to the unbi-
ased risk estimation [14, 28] of positive-unlabeled (PU) learning and
rewrite the ordinary classification risk to an equivalent form, which
depends only on trusted positive labeled node pairs and unlabeled
node pairs. The decision boundary learned by this discrimination
model inherently gets rid of the harmful impact of negative sam-
pling. Moreover, in order to learn more accurate representation for
nodes to improve the performance of alignment, alignment model
should be fed with a small set of selected positive pairs with the
strongest confidence at initial, then gradually be fed with lower-
confidence pairs, like human beings learning from easy samples
to complex ones. Thus, we propose a curriculum learning based
positive data selection strategy with adaptive threshold adjustment,
to progressively select the potentially usable positive data with the
training going on. The curriculum learning based selection method
naturally considers the status of model in training and dynami-
cally assigns confidence scores for positive pair selection at each
iteration. In summary, our contributions of this work are as follows:
• We propose a novel robust graph alignment model designed
with non-sampling learning to distinguish noise from benign
data in the given labeled data. The proposed model is advanced
in avoiding the issues caused by negative sampling.
• We design a curriculum learning based positive data selection
strategy with adaptive threshold adjustment, such that the ap-
propriate data at the different stages of training are used to boost
the performance of both alignment model and non-sampling
discrimination model.
• We conduct extensive experiments on real-world datasets, and
validate the effectiveness of our proposed method with compar-
ison to strong baselines.

2 RELATEDWORK
2.1 Graph Alignment
Graph alignment is a task to associate the same nodes across graphs.
It provides an effective way to facilitate many real-world applica-
tions [11, 21, 48]. In general, the existing methods can be mainly
cataloged into two categories [70], i.e., (1) topological structure
based methods [11, 13, 35, 37, 40, 41, 43, 52, 62, 68], which only de-
pend on the structural information of graphs to associate nodes; (2)
structure and attribute based methods, which leverage the structure
and highly discriminative attribute features for aligning graphs,
including the attribute of nodes [10, 17, 24, 30, 49, 51, 57, 64, 67]
and attribute of edges [58, 59, 66]. Most of them still need a set
of clean labeled node pairs except for several unsupervised meth-
ods [24, 31, 60, 71], which yet require the privacy-sensitive and
noise-involved attribute on nodes or have to make an assumption
of structure identity. However, the assumption does not hold when
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graphs come from different domains, because aligned nodes usually
have different structures. REA [42] is the first work that considers
the noisy node pairs in the training data. It follows the principle
of adversarial training [18] to sample negative node pairs from
unlabeled data as noise, and to train a classifier to distinguish the
sampled noise data and the trusted positive data. Although REA is
effective for improving the robustness of alignment model, it suffers
from the harmful impact of negative sampling and the difficulty on
selecting appropriate positive (benign) samples.

2.2 Learning with Noisy Supervision
Preventing deep networks from overfitting to noisy labels has
gained increasing attention. In general, related methods can be
grouped into three categories, i.e., 1) noise transition matrix based
methods [54], which try to estimate the probability of a class with
clean label flipping into other classes; 2) objective-based methods
[6, 65], which adopt regularization and reweighting techniques;
3) optimization policy based methods [22, 26, 39], which rely on
memorization effects of deep neural network [2] to improve the
robustness by self-training or co-training. However, they all focus
on the general deep networks, and cannot be directly applied on
the graph alignment problem, for two main reasons. First, the loss
(distance between nodes in a node pair) for positive or noisy pairs is
directly minimized according to the popular loss functions [11, 57]
of graph alignment. There is no distinction between the loss for
positive and noisy pairs, and the memorization effects based “large-
small loss” trick cannot be applied. Second, no class information in
graph alignment can be used for noise transition matrix estimation.
Therefore, a distinctive approach for graph alignment with noisy
supervision is expected.

2.3 Curriculum Learning
How to select training samples to learn a good model is an essen-
tial research problem in the field of machine learning. With the
development of deep learning and its important role as a power-
ful learning paradigm in many applications, curriculum learning
[5] that controls the order by which training examples are fed
to neural networks during training is gaining increased attention
[19]. Curriculum learning relies on the prior knowledge to con-
struct a ranking function to assign learning priorities to different
data samples. Previous studies have shown that curriculum learn-
ing can improve the generalization ability and the convergence
of various models [20, 44]. It provides a feasible paradigm for the
desire to achieve the adaptive threshold adjustment in our scenario.
Thus, to progressively pick out plausible positive pairs, we design
an adaptive positive data selection strategy based on curriculum
learning, to improve the performance of both alignment model and
non-sampling discrimination model.

2.4 Positive-Unlabeled Learning
There are many scenarios in real-world where only positive (P) data
can be collected, together with a large amount of unlabeled (U) data.
The task of learning with such data is called Positive-Unlabeled
(PU) learning [4]. Early PU works [32, 34] are based on the negative
(N) sample selection, which selects reliable N data from U data by
various selection strategies then conducts ordinary PN learning.

Node Alignment

Non-Sampling 
Discriminator

Class Prior 
Estimation

Trusted Labeled 

Pairs Y+Unlabeled Pairs U

Graph Encoder

Curriculum 
Positive Data 

Selection

Untrustful 

Labeled Pairs Y-

Gi and Gj

Embedding 
Retrieval

Selected 

Positive Pairs Yp

Discriminator

Augmentation

Training Set

Basic Graph Alignment Model

Figure 2: An overview of CPUGA model in training stage.
The yellow boxes denote the data available for training.
The green box works for retrieving node embedding from
graph encoder. The blue modules are the key components
of CPUGA, and trained jointly for delivering a graph align-
ment model to the testing stage.

After that, importance reweighing strategy based methods [15, 33]
that regard U data as N data but with reduced importance weights
show its superiority on performance. Recently, unbiased risk esti-
mation based approaches [14, 28] that rewrite the classification risk
to an equivalent form only depending on PU data achieve better
performance. In our work, we apply the unbiased risk estimation
to design a non-sampling method to avoid the issues caused by
negative sampling in building noise discrimination model.

3 THE PROPOSED APPROACH
We first formulate the problem of graph alignment with noisy
supervision. Then we introduce the proposed model in details,
whose architecture is illustrated in Figure 2.

3.1 Problem Formulation
Let Gi = {Ei ,Ri } and Gj =

{
Ej ,Rj

}
be two distinct graphs that

need to be aligned. In both graphs, E refers to a set of nodes, R
denotes a set of edges. We use n = |Ei | andm = |Ej | to denote the
number of nodes in Gi and Gj , respectively. The node association
matrix between graph Gi and Gj can be noted by A ∈ Rn×m .
Following the previous work in learning with noisy label, without
loss of generality, we assume there exist a set of trusted positive
labeled node pairs Y+ with Ai j = 1, i.e., Y+ =

{
(ei , ej )|Ai j = 1

}
including no noise. There also exist a set of untrustful labeled node
pairs Y− that are labeled as positive, however, likely being a true
positive (correctly labeled) or a false positive (wrongly labeled).
Here the false positive refers to noise. These untrustful labeled
node pairs are denoted by Y− =

{
(ei , ej )|Ai j = 2

}
. For all other

unlabeled pairs, they form the setU =
{
(ei , ej )|Ai j = 0

}
, indicating

that the node pair has not been labeled but can be either aligned
(positive) or not aligned (negative). As we focus on 1-to-1 node
alignment rather than 1-to-many alignment in this paper, we set
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Table 1: Notations

Symbol Description
G A graph
A Node association matrix
Y+ Trusted positive labeled node pairs
Y− Untrustful labeled node pairs
U Unlabeled node pairs
Yp Selected positive (benign) node pairs

YT = Y+ +Yp Augmented positive node pairs

| |Ai, : | |0 = 1 and | |A:, j | |0 = 1 as constraints for any labeled node
pair (ei , ej ). The constraintsmean that we implicitly set | |Ai, : | |0 = 0
and | |A:, j | |0 = 0 as constraints for any unaligned node ei in Gi and
ej in Gj .

Formally, given graphGi andGj , and a node associationmatrixA
with labeled pairs, graph alignment is to identify a set of unlabeled
node pairs (ei , ej )with constraints | |Ai, : | |0 = 0 and | |A:, j | |0 = 0 and
change the associate indication fromAi j = 0 toAi j = 1. Specifically,
ei and ej in the identified node pairs (ei , ej ) are the same nodes
across graphs. With the objective of improving the robustness of
graph alignment, the alignment model is designed to learn from a
set of augmented positive node pairs YT = Yp ∪ Y+, where Yp

is the selected benign node pairs from Y− with high confidence
scores. The selection of Yp is operated by a noise discrimination
model that can distinguish Yp from noisy pairs in Y− by using
trusted labeled node pairs Y+ and unlabeled node pairs U. The
discrimination model is expected to recognize and select as many
true positive node pairs as possible in Y−.

3.2 Basic Graph Alignment Model
First, we introduce a graph encoder for learning the representation
of nodes using the structural information of given graphs, and de-
fine the loss function for graph alignment. Inspired by the progress
of graph neural networks (GNNs) [27] and its application on graph
alignment [8, 57], we follow the previous work to adopt GNNs as
the graph encoder. We define the encoder as:

Hi ,Hj = Φ(Gi ,Gj ) (1)

where Φ(·) is the graph encoder. Its input is graph Gi and Gj ,
which are encoded jointly using the same encoder Φ(·) to embed
both graphs into the same embedding space, and its output is the
learned embedding Hi =

{
hi1, h

i
2, ..., h

i
n
}
of nodes in graph Gi , and

Hj =
{
hj1, h

j
2, ..., h

j
m

}
of nodes in graph Gj . We use hz to denote

the embedding of node ez with ignorance of i and j for succinct
presentation. GNNs used in the encoder work by:

hl
Nei
← Aggregate(

{
hlk ,∀ek ∈ {ei } ∪ Nei

}
) (2)

hl+1i ← σ (Wl · hl
Nei
) (3)

where Nei denotes the set of neighboring nodes around ei , hlk is
the embedding of ek generated from the l-th aggregation, hl

Nei
is the intermediate embedding for node ei and its neighbors, and
Wl is a trainable parameter of layer l . An aggregation operator,
such as normalized mean pooling [27] and attentional weighted

summation [55], is applied in Eq. (2) to aggregate neighboring nodes.
The activation functionσ (·) in Eq. (3) can be set as LeakyReLU. After
obtaining the embedding of nodes, we can define the loss function
following the popular setting [57] for graph alignment as:

LGA =
∑

(ei ,ej )∈YT

∑
(e ′i ,e

′
j )∈N (ei ,ej )

[fe (hi , hj ) − fe (h′i , h
′
j ) + γ ]+ (4)

whereYT is the augmented positive node pairs, which can be initial-
ized usingY+, then be complemented by the selected node pairsYp

from Y−. We will discuss how to obtain Yp later. γ is a predefined
margin parameter which is greater than 0, and [x]+ = max {0,x}.
The function fe (·) can be defined as: fe (hi , hj ) = | |hi − hj | |1. To
optimize the margin-based ranking loss in Eq. (4), we require a set
of negative node pairs N (ei , ej ) for each pair (ei , ej ): N (ei , ej ) =
{(e ′i , ej )|e

′
i ∈ Ei } ∪ {(ei , e

′
j )|e
′
j ∈ Ej }, where we replace ei and ej by

the Bernoulli negative [10] sampled nodes e ′i and e
′
j . Here the neg-

ative sampling in LGA following the popular loss function [8, 57]
does not lead to the above-discussed negative sampling issues be-
cause the aim of pairwise ranking based loss LGA is to learn an
optimal ordering of node pairs rather than to learn an accurate
decision boundary for distinguishing noise like the noise discrimi-
nation model. We focus on circumventing the impact of negative
sampling on noise discrimination model in this work.

3.3 Non-sampling Discrimination Model
To avoid applying negative sampling in the noise discrimination
model, we resort to the unlabeled node pairs U to design a non-
sampling discrimination model becauseU includes positive data
and abundant negative data. Training a discrimination model using
unlabeled data U under the guidance of trusted positive labeled
data Y+ is in fact a Positive-Unlabeled (PU) classification problem
[14] where only a part of the positive data are labeled. Suppose that
the unlabeled dataU is composed of positive pairsU+ and negative
(noisy) pairsU−. The marginal density ofU is pU (x) where x is
a random variable referring to node pairs. pU+ (x) = pU (x |1) and
pU− (x) = pU (x | − 1) are the class conditional densities ofU+ and
U−, respectively. The marginal density pU (x) can be written as:

pU (x) = πpU+ (x) + (1 − π )pU− (x) (5)

where π is the positive class prior. In positive-unlabeled learning, π
is unknown and has to be estimated from a validation set of a fully
labeled data set [15] or from the PU data [12]. To classifyU+ and
U− inU with a binary classifier D that learns the distribution of
U from pU , we need to minimize its expected miss-classification
rate LR(D), defined as:

LR(D) = πEx∼pU+ (x )[l(D(x), 1)]
+ (1 − π )Ex∼pU− (x )[l(D(x),−1)]

(6)

where l(D(x), z) is a loss function measuring the loss of prediction
with ground true label z, e.g., l(D(x), z) = 1/(1+exp(z ·D(x))). Since
the separation ofU+ andU− is unknown, andpU+ conforms to the
distribution of pY+ under the assumption of Selected Completely at
Random [3, 15], we utilize pY+ to replace pU+ in Eq. (5). So pU (x)
can be defined as:

pU (x) = πpY+ (x) + (1 − π )pU− (x) (7)
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Since U− in unknown as well, we simply rewrite Eq. (7) as (1 −
π )pU− (x) = pU (x)−πpY+ (x), and take the expectation of l(D(x),−1)
on both sides to have:

(1 − π )Ex∼pU− (x )[l(D(x),−1)] = Ex∼pU (x )[l(D(x),−1)]
− πEx∼pY+ (x )[l(D(x),−1)]

(8)

By combining Eq. (6) and Eq. (8), we can obtain the updated defini-
tion of loss function LR(D) as:

LR(D) = πEx∼pY+ (x )[l(D(x), 1)] + Ex∼pU (x )[l(D(x),−1)]
− πEx∼pY+ (x )[l(D(x),−1)]

(9)

By optimizing Eq. (9), the discrimination model D is exempted
from requiring the noise (negative) data for the traditional positive-
negative (PN) classification. It learns to distinguish the positive and
negative by adopting the unbiased risk estimation on given positive
and unlabeled data.

Note that the model may suffer from overfitting because of the
flexibility of model design and the negative loss [28] caused by
Ex∼pU (x )[l(D(x),−1)] −πEx∼pY+ (x )[l(D(x),−1)]. We take the non-
negative risk estimator following the recent work [28] to handle
the overfitting issue:

LR(D) = πEx∼pY+ (x )[l(D(x), 1)]+

max
{
0,Ex∼pU (x )[l(D(x),−1)] − πEx∼pY+ (x )[l(D(x),−1)]

} (10)

The discriminator D is implemented by a two-layer neural net-
work with ReLU and the representation of a node pair as the input
(e.g., | |hi − hj | |1 for node pair (ei , ej )). The remaining key factor
for addressing Eq. (10) is the estimation of positive class prior π .

3.4 Class Prior Estimation
To optimize the loss function LR, we have to assign a value to
π in Eq. (10), but the unknownU− hinders the direct estimation
of class prior. With the desire to jointly estimate the class prior
with the optimization of discrimination model by backpropaga-
tion, we aim to find a variational approximation to the posterior
distribution on Ψ that is a set of parameters describing the dis-
tribution of representation of node pairs from both Y+ and U.
This is inspired by the recent work about stochastic variational
inference [25], Bayes by Backprop [7], and its application on PU
learning [1]. Specifically, we suppose that the representation of
node pairs conforms to a Gaussian mixture distribution which in-
cludes two components, one of the positive node pairs from Y+
and U+, and the other of the negative node pairs from U−. The
density function of the representation of node pairs can be defined
as p(X|Ψ) = ϕ1N(X|µ1,

∑
1)+ϕ2N(X|µ2,

∑
2), where X denotes the

representation of node pairs, µ1 and µ2 are mean, ∑1 and
∑
2 are

covariance matrices, ϕ1 and ϕ2 are non-negative mixture weights,
and ϕ1 + ϕ2 = 1. The distribution p(X) is determined by these
parameters, jointly denoted as Ψ for simplicity in later description.

With the desire to estimate parameters Ψ to assign a value for π ,
we employ variational inference to approximate the posterior distri-
bution p(Ψ|X) due to the intractability of this posterior distribution.
Variational learning finds parameters θ of a variational distribution
on Ψ that minimizes the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence with
posterior distribution. We denote the variational distribution as

q(Ψ|θ ) and define the KL divergence as:

KL[q(Ψ|θ )| |p(Ψ|X)] =
∫

q(Ψ|θ ) log
q(Ψ|θ )p(X)
p(Ψ)p(X|Ψ)

dΨ

= KL[q(Ψ|θ )| |p(Ψ)] − Eq(Ψ |θ )[logp(X|Ψ)] + logp(X)
(11)

wherep(Ψ) refers to the prior distribution.We adopt Dirichlet distri-
bution as the prior for ϕ, and use Gaussian distribution as the prior
for µ, thenGamma distribution as the prior for∑.Eq(Ψ |θ )[logp(X|Ψ)]
is the log-likelihood ofX fitting to the Gaussianmixture distribution
with parameters Ψ. As logp(X) is a constant, we do not consider
this term in the optimization process. The loss function can be
defined as:

Lprior = KL[q(Ψ|θ )| |p(Ψ)] − Eq(Ψ |θ )[logp(X|Ψ)] (12)

The loss function Lprior is called as evidence lower bound (ELBO).
We can approximate this exact loss through aMonte Carlo sampling
procedure as follows:

Lprior ≈
ns∑
i=1

logq(Ψ(i) |θ ) − logp(Ψ(i)) − logp(X|Ψ(i)) (13)

where Ψ(i) denotes the i-th Monte Carlo sample drawn from the
variational posterior distribution,ns is the number of samples. Then
the loss function Lprior can be optimized by stochastic gradient
descent to find the θ∗. Then we obtain the optimal Ψ by sampling
from q(Ψ|θ∗). Last, we can estimate the class prior π as follows:

π = q(ϕi |θ
∗), i = arg max

k=1,2
|#k | (14)

#1 =
{
x |x ∈ Y+,p(x |ϕ1, µ1,

∑
1) > p(x |ϕ2, µ2,

∑
2)
}

(15)

#2 =
{
x |x ∈ Y+,p(x |ϕ2, µ2,

∑
2) > p(x |ϕ1, µ1,

∑
1)
}

(16)

where #1 and #2 denote two sets of node pairs from trusted positive
labeled pairs Y+, and |#k | counts the number of trusted labeled
pairs in #k . We denote that the component i of Gaussian mixture
distribution contains more positive samples. Since the component i
with more positive samples can be regarded as pU+ (x), it is natural
to select ϕi as the class prior π .

3.5 Curriculum Positive Data Selection
The need of more positive data for improving the alignment per-
formance motivates us to select the potential positive node pairs
Yp from untrustful labeled node pairs Y− to augment the trusted
positive labeled node pairs Y+. The augmented positive data can
be used for training not only the graph alignment but also the non-
sampling discrimination model. It is always easy to pick out the
plausible positive samples in the beginning and then it gets harder
and harder to pick out more plausible positive samples. Therefore,
we design a curriculum positive data selection strategy to progres-
sively augment Y+ with the training going on, since curriculum
learning can improve the generalization and the convergence of
learning models by starting with easy samples and then gradually
increasing the difficulty.
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3.5.1 Curriculum Learning based Data Selection Strategy.
The main idea of curriculum learning is to feed easy samples to a
model at the early stage of training and gradually provide difficult
samples with the training process going on. In our scenario, we
aim to feed a small set of selected positive node pairs Yp with
the strongest confidence to the alignment model and the non-
sampling discrimination model at initial, then gradually enlarge
Yp with lower-confidence node pairs from Y−. Specifically, we
introduce a parameter v to weigh each node pair (ei , ej ) in Y−
to indicate if a node pair should be selected as a potential posi-
tive data. Therefore, our goal is to learn the latent weight variable
v = [v1,v2, ...,v |Y− |]T in each iteration of training. To learn the
optimal v in iteration λ, we first define a loss function for Y− with
weight parameters v as:

min
v∈[0,1]|Y− |

Lsp (v; λ) = −
|Y− |∑
i=1

vi lsp (D(xi ),−1) + fr (λ)

|Y− |∑
i=1

vi

(17)
where xi denotes a node pair in Y−, vi is the weight parameter
for xi , D is the discriminator defined in Eq. (10), and lsp (·) is a
scoring function to measure the confidence of node pairs (we will
discuss and define it in later description). We tentatively set the
label of all pairs inY− as negative (i.e., -1). Then the node pairs with
large loss would be the potential positive samples, while the node
pairs with small loss can be regarded as noisy samples. Besides,
| |v| |1 =

∑ |Y− |
i=1 vi is an l1-norm regularizer. Since D is optimized

in Eq. (10), D is fixed when minimizing Lsp . The global optimal
v∗ = [v∗1 ,v

∗
2 , ...,v

∗
|Y− |
] in iteration λ can be reached with analytical

solution for the loss Lsp :

v∗i =

{
1 lsp (D(xi ),−1) > fr (λ)
0 otherwise (18)

where fr (λ) is a pacing function parameterized by iteration number
λ for controlling the learning pace. Node pair xi would be selected
in iteration λ if its score lsp (D(xi ),−1) is larger than fr (λ). We
define fr (λ) = a + b · exp(− λc ) where a, b and c are pre-defined pa-
rameters to control the learning pace. fr (λ) would decrease with λ
increasing. It means the number of node pairs selected in each itera-
tion increases with the training going on, first few high-confidence
node pairs, then more lower confidence node pairs.

Next, we define the scoring function lsp used in Eq. (17). Though
Sigmoid loss has been widely used in classification tasks, it has a
drawback in our scenario, i.e., its loss value is always constrained in
the range of (0, 1), making the loss of potential positive node pairs
upper-bounded. We leverage logistic loss as the alternative that is
not upper bounded, but is Lipschitz continuous and differentiable
everywhere. We define the scoring function as lsp (D(x), z) = ln(1+
exp(−z · D(x))), where z denotes the label of input data x .

With the scoring function lsp (·) and pacing function fr (·) in
curriculum learning, we can dynamically select potential positive
data with the training going on, and the confidence score of each
node pair in Y− can be updated with the optimization of the score
function lsp (·).

3.5.2 Utilization of Selected Positive Data. The selected node
pairsYp can be used to appendY+, as shown in Eq. (4), to enlarge
the training set. Furthermore, Yp can be used for improving the

performance of non-sampling discrimination model because they
enlarge the positive data. However, node pairs Yp have a large
tendency to be biased [63], as the selected pairs usually have large
loss and may not cover all the positive node pair space. Then, the
term πEx∼pY+∪Yp (x )[l(D(x),−1)] in Eq. (10) could be very large if
we directly combine Y+ and Yp . The empirical miss-classification
rate LR(D) would be underestimated if subtracting the term in Eq.
(10). To avoid the impact of bias in the selected dataYp , we modify
the empirical miss-classification rate as follow:

L′R(D) = πEx∼p
YT (x )

[l(D(x), 1)]

+max
{
0,Ex∼pU (x )[l(D(x),−1)] − πEx∼pY+ (x )[l(D(x),−1)]

}
(19)

It differs from Eq. (10) in the first term, by replacing x ∼ pY+ (x)
with x ∼ pYT (x). We keep the latter terms the same as Eq. (10) so
that the impact of bias can be avoided.

3.6 Optimization
To jointly optimize the loss of graph alignment LGA, the loss of
non-sampling discrimination model L′R(D), and the loss of class
prior estimation Lprior, as well as the loss for curriculum data
selection Lsp , we adopt the iterative optimization strategy to train
the proposed CPUGA. First, we initialize the weight parameters v
as 0, and optimize the loss of graph alignment LGA to obtain the
embedding of nodes. Then we optimize the loss Lprior to estimate
the class prior π , then train the non-sampling discrimination model
using node pairs Y+ and U with class prior π . With optimized
discriminatorD, we can optimize lossLsp and calculate the optimal
v in current iteration, then augmented positive node pairs Yp can
be collected to further optimize the loss of graph alignment LGA
and the loss of discrimination model L′R(D). We repeat the above
process with enough iterations until the whole model converges.
The detailed training procedure can be found in the Appendix B.3.

4 EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we describe the conducted evaluation experiments
for verifying the effectiveness of the proposed method CPUGA on
knowledge graph alignment problem [11], which is a canonical
graph alignment task and has attracted increasing attention in the
recent years.
Datasets. Following the previous studies [52, 57], we use two
widely used public datasets DBP15K [51] and DWY100K [52]. We
randomly split 30% of labeled node (i.e., entity in knowledge graphs)
pairs for training and use the rest 70% of them for testing. Since
the given labeled node pairs in above datasets are clean, we gen-
erate some noise data to replace a part of the clean data, in order
to simulate the real raw labeled node pairs collected from anno-
tation platforms or generated by some current alignment mod-
els. Following the recent work [42], we randomly corrupt 40% of
the training set as the noisy pairs, and keep the rest 60% as the
positive pairs. Then we randomly select 50% of positive pairs as
the trusted positive labeled node pairs Y+, and mix other 50%
of positive pairs with the noisy pairs as the untrustful labeled
node pairs Y−. To construct the node association matrix A, we
first fill the node pairs in Y+ into the matrix A as 1, then fill the
other 50% of positive node pairs in Y− as 2. To corrupt the clean
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Table 2: Graph alignment performance comparison with noisy labeled pairs in DBP15K and DWY100K. The best results are in
bold, and the strongest baseline is underlined.

Approaches DBP15KZH−EN DBP15KJA−EN DBP15KFR−EN DWY100KWD DWY100KYG
Hits@1 Hits@5 MRR Hits@1 Hits@5 MRR Hits@1 Hits@5 MRR Hits@1 Hits@5 MRR Hits@1 Hits@5 MRR

MTransE [11] 0.169 0.362 0.216 0.148 0.345 0.198 0.143 0.338 0.192 0.154 0.325 0.203 0.137 0.318 0.186
ITransE [72] 0.185 0.394 0.258 0.174 0.386 0.242 0.181 0.402 0.269 0.193 0.414 0.296 0.158 0.346 0.223

GCN-Align [57] 0.223 0.424 0.316 0.223 0.439 0.321 0.231 0.462 0.337 0.293 0.461 0.372 0.354 0.505 0.428
AlignEA [52] 0.263 0.457 0.342 0.254 0.451 0.338 0.278 0.471 0.357 0.331 0.487 0.392 0.376 0.525 0.448
MuGNN [8] 0.274 0.471 0.361 0.279 0.481 0.368 0.284 0.485 0.372 0.348 0.503 0.417 0.401 0.554 0.475
AliNet [53] 0.286 0.468 0.365 0.295 0.470 0.379 0.298 0.486 0.384 0.372 0.514 0.437 0.420 0.563 0.490
REA-KE [42] 0.235 0.437 0.319 0.236 0.451 0.334 0.229 0.456 0.332 0.312 0.468 0.379 0.352 0.513 0.432
REA [42] 0.289 0.486 0.380 0.293 0.498 0.388 0.304 0.539 0.403 0.368 0.547 0.444 0.426 0.577 0.494

CPUGA-KE 0.228 0.426 0.316 0.230 0.446 0.323 0.228 0.457 0.334 0.298 0.462 0.375 0.356 0.509 0.427
CPUGA 0.306 0.506 0.397 0.312 0.521 0.406 0.321 0.556 0.424 0.390 0.568 0.467 0.449 0.603 0.524

node pair (ei , ej ), we replace (ei , ej ) with (ei′ , ej′) sampled from{
(ei′ , ej )|Ai′j = 0, | |Ai′, : | |0 = 0

}
∪
{
(ei , ej′)|Ai j′ = 0, | |A:, j′ | |0 = 0

}
.

The corrupted pair has only one node difference from the clean
pair. This is analogous to a careless mistake made in the real-world
alignment annotation process. Then we can fill the sampled noisy
node pairs into A as 2. The detailed information of the datasets can
be found in Appendix C.
Baseline methods. To validate the effectiveness of our proposed
method, we compare it with several embedding-based methods
without the consideration of noise in labeled data: MTransE [11],
ITransE [72], AlignEA [52], GCN-Align [57], MuGCN [8], and
AliNet [53]. We also compare the proposed method with a neg-
ative sampling based robust knowledge graph alignment model:
REA [42]. Note that some graph alignment models were proposed to
design more powerful graph encoders to encode more comprehen-
sive information, such as attribute information of nodes and edges.
As our model solely relies on structural information and focuses on
the robustness of alignment model, we do not take these models
into the comparison. In addition, CPUGA-KE denotes a variant of
CPUGA that only contains a graph encoder without discrimination
model and positive data selection.
Performance of graph alignment with noise data.We present
the alignment results of all evaluated models in Table 2. We can
see that CPUGA outperforms the state-of-the-art structured based
embedding methods for graph alignment by Hits@1, Hits@5 and
MRR on different datasets. Although these embedding based ap-
proaches, such as MuGNN and AliNet, develop different knowledge
graph encoders using advanced techniques, they still suffer from
the noise in the given labeled node pairs. Since these approaches do
not have any mechanism to combat against the noise data, we can
notice that the influence of noisy labels on their alignment result
is significant. REA leverages a negative sampling based method
to detect the noise data. However, the improvement of REA on
graph alignment is suppressed due to the utilization of negative
sampling. Our CPUGA consistently outperforms REA, as we adopt
a non-sampling discrimination model to learn a more reasonable
decision boundary to distinguish positive data from noise, and a
curriculum learning based positive data selection strategy to avoid
the involvement of noise in the early stage of training. Hence, the

Table 3: Results on distinguishing potential positive node
pairs from different proportions of noise.

%Noise ZH-EN JA-EN FR-EN
REA CPUGA REA CPUGA REA CPUGA

20%
Pre. 0.935 0.935 0.929 0.933 0.930 0.931
Rec. 0.731 0.773 0.714 0.757 0.750 0.791
F1 0.820 0.846 0.808 0.835 0.831 0.855

40%
Pre. 0.871 0.874 0.874 0.878 0.867 0.875
Rec. 0.760 0.817 0.738 0.807 0.778 0.820
F1 0.812 0.844 0.800 0.841 0.820 0.847

harmful influence of negative sampling has been avoided in CPUGA.
We also notice that CPUGA-KE has the similar performance with
REA-KE, showing that the improvement of CPUGA mainly comes
from the design of non-sampling and curriculum learning strategies,
rather than the design of graph encoder.
Identification of benign and noisy node pairs. We also inves-
tigate how many positive (benign) and noisy pairs in the set of
untrustful pairs Y− can be correctly recognized with different pro-
portions of noise. Specifically, we regard the predicted label of all
selected pairs as 1, and the rest of Y− as 0. Then, the predicted
label can be compared with their ground truth label. As the results
in Table 3 shown, compared with REA, CPUGA achieves higher
precision, recall and F1 score on all datasets and at different levels
of noise setting. This confirms again the effectiveness of CPUGA
on recognizing more true positive pairs in Y− correctly.
Ablation study. To gain deeper insight into the contributions of
different components involved in our approach, we conduct abla-
tion studies by considering the following variants: (1) CPUGA-SNS
that adopts the simplest negative sampling based discriminator,
which randomly samples negative pairs for each trusted positive
pair; (2) CPUGA-NS that leverages the negative sampling strategy
employed in [42], which always selects the most difficult nega-
tive pairs. Note that both CPUGA-SNS and CPUGA-NS do not
implement the curriculum learning based positive data selection.
(3) CPUGA-w/o-CL that only has the non-sampling discriminator
and does not contain the curriculum learning based positive data
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Table 4: Results of ablation study.

Method ZH-EN JA-EN FR-EN
Hits@1 F1 Hits@1 F1 Hits@1 F1

CPUGA-SNS 0.266 0.735 0.268 0.738 0.282 0.751
CPUGA-NS 0.286 0.807 0.291 0.796 0.298 0.816

CPUGA-w/o-CL 0.298 0.838 0.305 0.835 0.315 0.836
CPUGA 0.306 0.844 0.312 0.841 0.321 0.847
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Figure 3: Results onDBP15Kwhen varying the proportion of
trusted labeled pairs Y+ (x-axis).
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Figure 4: Results on DBP15KZH−EN when the intensity of
noise varies on x-axis.

selection. The results are summarized in Table 4. Hits@1 indicates
the alignment performance, and F1 denotes the performance of
potential positive (benign) pair identification. We see that the per-
formance of CPUGA-w/o-CL is inferior to that of CPUGA, because
the alignment model without an appropriate threshold learns to fit
to the noise at the whole stage of training. And CPUGA-w/o-CL
outperforms CPUGA-NS, due to the adopted non-sampling dis-
criminator which extricates from the impact of negative samples.
Besides, it is not surprising that CPUGA-w/o-CL achieves a bet-
ter performance than CPUGA-SNS, because the random negative
sampling is incapable of selecting sufficient and effective negative
samples for the discriminator.
Impact of the proportion of trusted positive labeled pairs
Y+. To understand how the trusted positive labeled node pairs
influence the performance of CPUGA model, we test the model
with 10%, 20%, 30%, and 40% of node pairs from DBP15K as the
sets of trusted positive labeled pairs. Figure 3 shows Hits@1 and
Hits@5 results on three datasets with different proportions of Y+.
As expected, the performance of CPUGA is improved as the pro-
portion of Y+ increases. The reason is that more trusted positive
labeled pairs not only enhance the performance of graph alignment
model, but also improve the learned non-sampling discrimination
model.
Impact of the intensity of noise. To explore the impact of noise
intensity on the performance of alignment models, we randomly
replace 10% to 60% of labeled pairs with noisy node pairs. Figure
4 shows the alignment performance using Hits@1 (left) and the
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Figure 5: Parameter analysis on DBP15KZH−EN.

performance of potential positive (benign) pair identification using
F1 score (right) with different intensity of noise. We find that our
proposed CPUGA consistently outperforms REA on F1 score and
Hits@1, showing our method can distinguish more positive pairs
from noisy pairs, and improve the robustness of alignment model.
Moreover, AliNet achieves better performance than CPUGA and
REA when the intensity of noise is 10%, because the harmful impact
of noise is mild and AliNet applies a more advanced KG encoder,
while CPUGA and REA use a basic GCN-based encoder.
Sensitivity to hyper-parameter settings. Figure 5 shows how
different hyper-parameters, i.e., parameter a and b in pacing func-
tion fr (·), influence the performance of CPUGAon datasetDBP15KZH−EN.
Figure 5 (a) shows that a small a degrades the performance of
CPUGA because a controls the lower-bound of pacing function, a
smaller a would introduce more noise, but a large a may mistakenly
recognize some positive samples as noise. Figure 5 (b) shows that a
small b decreases MRR score because b controls the threshold at
the early stage of training. A small b recognizes more noisy pairs as
positive at the beginning of training so that the alignment model is
trained with more noisy node pairs. Note that the learning difficulty
parameterized by a pacing function fr (λ) in curriculum learning
does not bring the proposed method into another dilemma. Here
λ denotes the iteration number. fr (λ) would be decreasing with λ
increasing. Therefore, fr (λ) is an adaptive filtration threshold with
the training going on. We only need to decide the lower-bound (i.e.,
a) and upper-bound (i.e., a + b) of pacing function fr (λ), which can
be easily given by roughly estimating the score of given trusted
positive node pairs using the trained non-sampling discriminator
with mildly manual adjustment to find the best configuration.

5 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a robust graph alignment model to com-
bat the noise in the given labeled data. Specifically, we designed a
non-sampling discrimination model to learn more accurate decision
boundary without the impact of negative sampling. We also pro-
posed to progressively select the appropriate potential positive data
at different training stages by adaptive filtration threshold enabled
by curriculum learning. Extensive experimental results demonstrate
the rationality and effectiveness of our proposed method. In future
work, we will focus on designing an alignment model without the
demand for the set of trusted labeled data because the positive
samples still require human efforts to some extent. And we will
attempt to devise a strategy for learning the hyper-parameters in
curriculum learning to avoid manual settings.
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A FURTHER DISCUSSION ON RELATED
WORK

A.1 Knowledge Graph Alignment
Knowledge graph alignment (i.e., entity alignment) is a task to asso-
ciate entities which share the same semantic meaning cross knowl-
edge graphs. It provides an effective way to facilitate the knowledge
integration and knowledge graph connection. Recently, many meth-
ods have been proposed to solve entity alignment problem. The
pioneering work of the embedding-based method is MTransE [11]
which learns embedding translation matrices to map entities in
a KG to their corresponding entities in another KG. Then several
methods [52, 72] use bootstrapping algorithm to extend MTransE
to its iterative versions. The unlabeled data also have been ex-
plored and leveraged [29, 41] to promote performance. GCN-Align
[57] first tries to use GCNs to encode KGs into a unified feature
space. MuGNN [8] and neighborhood matching models [53, 59]
further improve the basic GCN-Align by employing self-attention
mechanism and utilizing contextual information to encode KGs.
Besides, several approaches [47, 58, 73] focus on the utilization of
relation information to comprehensively encode KGs. Meanwhile,
the attribute information of entities has been integrated into the
alignment models [10, 38, 51, 66].

B FURTHER DISCUSSION ON PROPOSED
METHOD

B.1 More Concept Explanations
Noise discrimination model. We roughly introduce the origi-
nal noise discrimination model discussed in the introduction to

help readers to understand the motivation of this paper. The noise
discrimination model is designed as a binary classifier for distin-
guishing true positive node pairs from noisy node pairs. We do not
know which node pair in training data is noise, negative sampling
provides a feasible way to imitate the real noise data [42]. After ob-
taining the sampled negative (noise) data, the binary classifier can
be trained using the noisy node pairs and trusted positive labeled
node pairs. Since the noise discrimination model is a binary classi-
fier, it suffers from the issues like the inaccurate decision boundary
caused by negative sampling. In our work, we focus on designing a
strategy to avoid negative sampling in the discrimination model.

1-to-1 node alignment. 1-to-1 node alignment in this papermeans
that a node in graph Gi can only be aligned to at most one node in
graph Gj . It is not guaranteed that every node in graph Gi can be
aligned to one in Gj . 1-to-1 alignment is a common constraint in
recent works such as [42, 52], we follow the previous work for the
problem setting.

B.2 Time Complexity
Curriculum learning. For the computational cost of curriculum
learning, CPUGA has the same time complexity as CPUGA-w/o-
CL (without curriculum learning) because (1) the global optimal
of loss function Lsp in Eq.(17) can be reached with the analytical
solution in Eq.(18) which has the same time complexity as CPUGA-
w/o-CL, and (2) the time complexity of pacing function fr (λ) is
O(1). Therefore, the time complexity of the model with curriculum
learning in each iteration is the same as that of the model without
curriculum learning. In practice, we control the curriculum speed
by hyperparameter c in the pacing function. Thus CPUGA needs
more iterations to reach the convergence and has a little higher
computational cost than CPUGA without curriculum learning.
The whole CPUGA model. The updating of GNNs in each it-
eration mainly involves the updating of node vectors and weight
matrices, whose time complexity isO(nt ·d2+z ·d), wherent = n+m
and z are the total number of nodes and the total number of edges
in graph Gi and Gj , respectively. d is the embedding dimensional-
ity. Then the time complexity of updating the non-sampling dis-
crimination model with class prior estimation in each iteration is
O(ns · d

2 + ns ) where ns is the number of positive and unlabeled
samples for training the discrimination model. And the time com-
plexity of curriculum learning in each iteration is O(n− · d2) where
n− is the number of samples in Y−. Hence, the complexity of train-
ing our model per iteration is O(nt ·d2+z ·d +ns ·d2+ns +n− ·d2).
Since ns ≪ nt and n− ≪ nt , the complexity of our model is linear
with (nt ·d2 +z ·d) and depends on the number of nodes and edges,
indicating the efficiency and scalability of our model.

B.3 Training Procedure
The training process of CPUGA is outlined in Algorithm 1.
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Algorithm 1: Training Procedure of CPUGA
Require: Graph Gi and Gj , trusted positive labeled node
pairs Y+, untrustful labeled node pairs Y−, unlabeled
node pairsU;
Initialize embeddings Hi , Hj , parameters in discrimination
model D and graph encoder Φ(·);
Initialize the weight parameter v for curriculum learning;
Initialize the parameter θ of variational distribution;
Initialize YT using Y+;
while not converge do

foreach Iteration do
Sample a batch of node pairs from YT ;
Update Hi , Hj , and graph encoder Φ(·) according to
LGA in Eq. (4).

end
foreach Iteration do

Sample a batch of node pairs from Y+ andU;
Calculate Lprior by Monte Carlo Sampling in Eq.
(13), and update parameter θ ;
Obtain class prior according to Eq. (14) ;

end
foreach Iteration do

Sample a batch of node pairs from YT ,U, and Y+;
Update discriminator D according to L′R(D) in Eq.
(19) ;

end
foreach Batch do

Sample a batch of node pairs from Y−;
Update weight parameter v according to Eq. (17);

end
Update the pacing function fr (·);
Update the set of augmented positive node pair YT

using v;
end
Return: Embedding Hi and Hj ;

Table 5: Statistics of Datasets.

Datasets Entities Relations Triples

DBP15KZH−EN
Chinese 66,469 2,830 153,929
English 98,125 2,317 237,674

DBP15KJA−EN
Japanese 65,744 2,043 164,373
English 95,680 2,096 233,319

DBP15KFR−EN
French 66,858 1,379 192,191
English 105,889 2,209 278,590

DWY100KWD
DBpedia 100,000 330 463,294
Wikidata 100,000 220 448,774

DWY100KYG
DBpedia 100,000 302 428,952
YAGO3 100,000 31 502,563

• DBP15K [51] consists of three cross-lingual knowledge graphs
extracted from DBpedia, including DBP15KZH−EN (Chinese to

English),DBP15KJA−EN (Japanese to English), andDBP15KFR−EN
(French to English), each includes 15,000 labeled entity pairs.
• DWY100K [52] consists of two mono-lingual knowledge graphs
extracted from DBpedia, Wikidata and YAGO3, which include
DWY100KWD (DBpedia to Wikidata) and DWY100KYD (DBpe-
dia to YAGO3), each includes 100,000 labeled entity pairs.

D IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
We implement the proposed framework using Python library Ten-
sorflow and conduct all the experiments on Intel Xeon CPU 2.50GHz
and an NVIDIA GeForce RTX 2080Ti.

In our experiments, we employ a grid search to find the best
hyper-parameter configuration. We set the margin parameter γ as
3.0, and use two-layer GCNs as the graph encoder. We also imple-
ment the discrimination model D as a two-layer MLP with ReLU
as the activation function. The hidden units of each layer in D is
set as 100 and 30. Then we set the hyper-parameters in pacing
function fr (·) as a = 15, b = 8 and c = 20. For the class prior
estimation, we used Gaussian, square-root inverse Gamma, and
Dirichlet distributions to model the mean, co-variance matrix and
mixing coefficient variational posteriors, respectively. For Monte
Carlo sampling, we set ns as 1 following the common setting. To
prepare the unlabeled dataU, we sample N = 1% of unlabeled node
pairs

{
(ei , ej )|Ai, j = 0

}
asU to improve the efficiency of compu-

tation, owing to the enormous number of unlabeled node pairs.
The dimension of node embedding is set as 200 for all methods,
and the embedding of nodes and parameter matrices are initialized
by drawing from a truncated normal distribution. Besides, we also
find the optimal parameters or follow the original paper to achieve
the best performance for baseline methods. For optimization, we
apply Adam optimizer to optimize loss functions with the learning
rate 0.005 for L′R(D) and LGA, and 0.0005 for Lprior. Following the
previous studies, we report the Hits@1, Hits@5 and MRR (mean
reciprocal rank) results to evaluate the performance of graph align-
ment, and report Precision, Recall and F1 score to evaluate the per-
formance of benign pair detection. Higher Hits@1, Hits@5, MRR,
Precision, Recall and F1 score indicate better performance. Each
evaluation is repeated 5 times and averaged results are reported.
The source code of CPUGA: https://github.com/scpei/CPUGA.
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